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A. Margaritis, G. Odor, A. Patkós: Series expansion solution of the 
Wegner-Houghton renormalisation group equation. KFKI-1987-71/A 

ABSTRACT 

The momentum independent projection of the Wegner-Houghton renormalisa
tion group equation is solved with power series expansion. Convergence rate 
is analyzed for the я-vector model. Further evidence is presented for the 
first order nature of the chiral symmetry restoration at finite temperature 
in QCD with 3 light flavors. 

А. Маргаритис, Г. Одор, А. Паткош: Решение ренормгруппового уравнения 
Вегнера-Хотоиа методом разложения в ряд. KFKI-1987-71/A 
АННОТАЦИЯ 

Найдено решение независимой от импульса проекции ренормгруппового урав
нения Вегнера-Хотона в ыиде степенного ряда. Изучена быстрота сходимости для 
модели n-вектора. Дано новое подтверждение того, что киральное восстановление 
симметрии в хромодинамике с тремя легкими ароматными частицами является фазо
вым переходом первого рода. 

Margaritis A., 6dor G., Patkós A.: A Wegner-Houghton renormalizációs csoport 
egyenlet sorfejtéei technikán alapuló megoldása. KFKI-1987-71/A 

KIVONAT 

A Wegner-Houghton renormalizációs csoport egyenlet impulzus fügyetlen 
projekcióját oldottuk meg hatványsor kifejtéssel. Az n-vektor modell esetében 
a módszer konvergenciáját vizsgáltuk. További eredményeket szolgáltatunk a 
3 könnyű "flavor"-t tartalmazó véges hőmérsékletű QCD chirál fázisátmenetének 
elsőrendUségére. 



1. Introduction 

The change of the ground state of quantum chromodynamics as a function of the 
temperature and/or the density belongs to the most intensively studied nonperturbative 
phenomena. The direct approach is to explore the variation of the characteristic order 
parameter(s) by Monte Carlo simulation of the full gauge-matter system. 

The order parameters of the euclidean theory are Lorentz-scalar quantities with even-
tual index structure related to the flavor symmetries. They are built from the original 
quark and gluon fields. The simplest example is the Polyakov loop, which is a flavor 
singlet quantity: 

L{x) = TrPexpUJ A0{xsxo)dx0> , (1) 

where ß = (квТ)~1. It breaks the global Z(N) invariance of the pure SU(N) gauge action 
and measures the excess free energy of a static coloured source over the sourceless vacuum. 

The other representative example is the tensor of the quark gluon condensate 

Mij{x) = U,(x)tfÍ(z) , i,j = 1,...,N f U v o r (2) 

transforming in the fundamental representation of SU(N/)L ® SU(Nf)it. The dimension 
of the space where the field theory of the order parameter is embedded into coincides at 
finite temperature with the spatial extension of the system. 

With these informations one builds the most general theory for the order parameter 
in questionnaire)): 

oo i -

s = J2 П/^M(*b».Me^"*»(*0M*i)». (3) 
< , = i J 

where a,ß... stand for the "flavor" index and the action is displayed in the momentum 
space. 

The fixed point structure of the coupling space of (3) provides information concerning 
the stable phases (absolute attractive points) and the number of couplings to be tuned to 
realize a specific transition (degree of instability of the fixed point governing the transition). 
Temperature driven continuous transitions are controled by fixed points with a single 
unstable (relevant) direction. In its absence transitions which can be reached by varying a 
sing!« parameter (usually the temperature) turn out to be of first order. These basic facts 
were used to perform the universality classification of the deconfining transitions described 
by the order parameter (1) (1). 
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In most models the phase structure of the general effective theory is very rich. This 
circumstance prevents one to draw definite conclusions without identifying the actual fixed 
point where the couplings of the effective theory explicitly derivable from QCD flow to. 

Explicit computations were performed for the deconfinement transition in the strong 
coupling regime of the gauge models [2] and the fixed points of the arising effective the
ory were studied in the Migdal-Kadanoff approximation [3] and also with Monte Carlo 
renormalisation group [4]. For the chiral symmetry restoration d=4-e dimensional leading 
e-order calculations are available [5]. 

In a broader framework important issues were raised concerning the fixed point struc
ture of various field theories : ^-model in d=4 [6], the Higgs-mechanism [7] etc. Although, 
the application of nonperturbative renormalisation group to statistical physics might seem 
to be an outdated field of research, there is a real request for simple, generally applica
ble renormalisation group procedures providing, at least qualitatively, correct fixed point 
picture of fairly complicated models too. 

Exact differential renormalisation group equations were derived by Wilson [8],and 
Wegner and Houghton [9]. In the present investigation we consider the momentum inde
pendent projection of the functional equation of Refs. [10,6]: 

- = -fTrU, ( < M ) + ^ - ^ ) + « + - (2 - <(#• — + CO«... (4) 

Here фа is the zero momentum Fourier component of the order parameter field, V{4>a,t) 
\B the effective potential of the theory. The trace in the first term on the right hand 
side of Eq.(4) is understood with respect to the "flavor" indices. Ad is the surface of the 
d-dimensional unit sphere. 

This equation has been first investigated by Nicoll et al [10] emphasizing the possibility 
of constructing its solution in analogy with e-expansion. They have established that the 
^-function of the n-vector model as derived from (4) is correct to leading order in e=4-
d. Recently Anna and Peter Hasenfratz [6] explored the fixed points of the 1 component 
scalar field theory in 3 and 4 dimensions by solving (4) numerically. It has been further 
used by P Hasenfratz and Nager in the nonperturbative renormalisation group analysis of 
the scalar sector of the Higgs-model [7]. 

In the above applications the 0(n) symmetry of the model allows the reduction of 
the functional equation for the fixed points ( ^ = 0) to an ordinary non-linear differential 
equation. The critical exponents obtained by analyzing the neighbourhood of the fixed 
points in the linear approximation are qualitatively correct though not comparable to the 
best results. The main interest of Eq.(4) is that it provides a relatively simple tool for the 
correct characterization of the fixed point structure of field theories. 
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In case when the effective potential depends on more than a single invariant the exact 
numerical integration of (4) is hopeless. Also away from 4 dimensions a low order e-
expansion might not be satisfactory. An obvious approach to its solution is the use of a 
series expansion for V: 

ПФ*,*) = £ с { я , , П а -" ) (<)»Г , У? а - . (5) 

where УьУа— •** the independent invariants formed from фа. Eq. (4) becomes a coupled 
set of nonlinear "evolution" equations for the couplings c(ni,n*"'){t). 

One easily finds that a fixed point solution of (4), if it exits, behaves asymptotically 
as 

У*(фа) ОС [фа)& . (6) 

Therefore the higher terms in the infinite power series are only to reproduce power series of 
logarithmic corrections to this behavior. For this reason one has to investigate thoroughly 
the convergence rate, of the power series to the exact solution. 

In Section 2 the results of this test will be presented on the example of the 0(n) 
symmetric model analyzed aboundantly in the earlier literature. In general in d=3 we find 
a stable fixed point structure already at low orders of the expansion. Besides the Gaussian 
and the ferromagnetic (1 relevant direction) fixed points the existence of a tricritical non-
perturbative fixed point is conjectured. The critical exponents, however , do not converge 
monotonically to their limiting value, but show oscillations of decreasing magnitude. 

In Section 3 we apply this strategy to the phase structure of the models of physical 
interest. The nature of the deconfining phase transition of the SU(3) gluon-dynamics 
is investigated first. Its equivalence with the 3-state Potts model makes this transition 
unambigously first order [ll]. This is signalled in the present approach by the absence of 
fixed points with a single unstable direction. 

A fully analogous picture emerges for the fixed point structure of the theory of the 
chiral order parameter when 3 light flavors are present. Therefore we are able to conclude 
that this system also undergoes a first order transition. As the direct Monte Carlo investi
gations are mostly done with 4 flavors [12] this prediction is of a certain phenomenological 
importance. 

Our conclusions are presented in Section 4. 
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2. The 0(n) symmetric vector model 

First we start with the study of the 0(n) model. In that case the effective potential 
depends on a single invariant: 

f ( * V ) = £ Cm(0Vm. (7) 
m=l 

where у = £ 2 _ ! ф*фа.ТЪ& derivative in the Wegner-Houghton equation (4) can be ex
pressed through derivatives taken with respect to y. After diagonalization of the matrix 
in the logarithmic term the Wegner-Houghton equation has the following form: 

^ = ^ ( ( n - l ) I ^ ( l + 2 ^ ) + í ^ ( l + 2 ^ + 4 y 0 ) l + 4 Í K + (2-d)y^+carM*. (8) 

Substituting (7) into (8) an ordinary,fint order .nonlinear coupled system of differential 
equations arises for couplings Cm(0 

e(k(«) = Fk(c/ k +i,ejk,...,ci), (9) 

Jfc = 1,2,... . The Fie functions can be determined with the help of a symbolic computer 
program. For a given к it depends only on couplings e§-(f) i <k + l and is linear in c*+i: 

F Í , л n\ Ad2{n + 2k)(k + l) 

The fixed point solutions are determined by the equations: 

0 = F*(c;+ 1,<,...,cI). (11) 

Our method solving (11) can be summarised as the follows. We choose a number M and 
set all c(t) = 0 if i > M. The truncated effective potential is V{y,t) = Em=i c*»( i)ym 

and the equations for the fixed point solutions are of the following structure: 

o = F,(c; f C;), 
0 = F2(c£,e;,c;), 

(12) 

0 = FM{0,e'M,...tcl). 
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Because of the feature (10) of the Fi functions, instead of sohring directly the system 
(12) we can express c,*+1 from the t-th equation in terms of cj,cj_i, —,c\. Doing it itera-
tively finally we obtain the fixed point coordinates as roots of an M-th order polynomial 
for ej: 

^(«;)=Х>к«о«г=о, аз) 
where the A,(n, «Q coefficients are determined numerically. Having solutions of (13) we can 
calculate the other c? coordinates. Corresponding to the roots of this polynomial there are 
apperentty many fixed points. Most of them are unphyskal, being artifacts of the finite 
order approximation. Their clear separation from the physically meaningful fixed points 
is a key issue for the succes of the proposed approach. 

Our experience suggests as the main criterion for this, the stabilisation of the fixed 
point coordinates as the order increases. This means that the coefficients of the lower 
powers of expansion (7) should not be sensitive to the higher equations. Also the lead
ing eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the equations linearised around a physical fixed point 
should show clear sign of convergence. The spurious fixed points will change their coor
dinates from order to order wildly and are pushed towards infinity when the order of the 
approximation increases. Abo the corresponding eigenvalues (inverse exponents) fluctuate 
in an unpredictable way. These are probably not solutions of the original equation (8). 

In each step of the iterative solution we fiVL the Gaussian fixed point (c* = 0) with 
the expected eigenvalues. The summary of the evolution of the leading inverse eigenvalues 
for different 0(n) models is given in Table 1. The maximal order M comes from the limited 
accuracy of the computer in computing the coefficients of the «i-polynomial and the high 
sensitivity of the roots for this. As the Ai coefficients grow very fast with M the location 
of the fixed points becomes sensitive to the rounding errors. 

lit Ref. [6] the 1-component scalar field theory (n = 1) was studied numerically using 
the exact form of the Wegner-Houghton equation. In accordance with that study w# 
find for d = 3 only one stabilizing fixed point beyond the Gaussian we identify it with 
the ferromagnetic fixed point. As it is clear from Table 1 we find analitic«. Ily already in 
low orders of our approximation the leading thermal exponent close to its numerically 
determined value (0.687 [6]). 

In Table 2 the evolution of the different fixed point couplings is given too. The 
stabilization of the first 3 coordinates is obvious. The power series (7) reproduces very 
well the effective potential determined in (6] for у < 0.5. 
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In a* = 4 all non-Gaussian fixed points run towards infinity when the order M is 
increased, again supporting analytically the result of Ref.[6j. 

Table 1 displays abo the leading critical exponent for the n = 2,3,4 n-vector models. 
The "oscillations*, transparent in the graphical presentation of Fig.l, are bigger as я 
increases, but convergence towards some finite value is obvious. Clearly no quantitative 
conclusions can be drawn for its value. However, the feature that all other directions are 
irrelevant and we have a ferromagnetic fixed point is undisputabk. No more ferromagnetic 
fixed point is seen to stabilise in these models either. 

Probably the most original observation of the present Section w the existence in our 
d=3 data of a nonperturbative tricrttical fixed point beyond the Gaussian one. The evolu
tion of the coordinates and eigenvalues in the n = 1 component theory (Table 3) supports 
hustabflhuUionastheorderofthetnuKationmcreases. Similar extra tricritical fixed point 
is observed also in the n = 2,3,4 cases. 

Finally we have studied the it = oo spherical model. We introduced new variables 
f -» * and V — AK. 'ГЬев the sec* -d logarithmic term m negligible in (8) and the 
Wegner-Houghton equation looks like : 

^ = ^ L o f ( l + 2 ^ ) + aV + ( 2 - d ) l í ^ + con»<. (M) 

The model is exactly soluble and its critical exponent ш u~l = i — 2. Our numbers are in 
good agreement with that result. 

The present analysis clearly indicates the main limitations of our expansion method: 
the slow oscillatory convergence of the critical exponents. On the other hand the degree 
of instability of the physical fixed points seems to be stable allowing a quick mapping of 
the phase structure. 

t. Fixed point structure of the efflective models for finite temperature 
QCD phase transitions 

In the second part of our paper the technique tested in the previous discussion is 
applied to the deconfining and the chiral phase transitions of QCD. According to the 
numerical simulations [15] these transitions might be intimately related, although they 
have apparently independent order parameters. It is not clear how an effective theory 
should be constructed which would reflect this relationship [14]. We treat the transitions 
based on the different order parameters separately. 

In the SU(3) pure gauge theory the Polyakov- loop (Eq.(l)) is a complex valued 
quantity: 

Ь(х) = фг(х) + {ф2(£). (15) 
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Its general phase structure is described, correspondingly, by the Wegner- Houghton equa
tion of a 2-component scalar-field: 

£ = ±trLog (*> + j ^ ) + " + |(» ~ 4*-j£ + ~*• M = ».4. (") 

The effecthre potential depends on two £(3)-invariants which one can build from (15): 

Wi =L'L = 4i + 4i, Уг = \(Ьг+Ь**) = ф\-Зф1ф1 (17) 

Eq.(ie) is rewritten with help of these invariant variables into the following form: 

V = ^LogDET + dV + ^(2 - á)(2y,K, + 3yjK2) + const., (18) 

where Vi = §£ , V.y = д* У and the determinant is given as 

DET = 1 + 4K, + 4y,K„ + 12y2V,2 + 9y?V22 + 4V,* + 8у,У,Кп 

+24y2V,Vi2 + 18y?nVM - ЗвугК» - 24уаУ2К„ (19) 

-72у*К2К12 - МуцьУ,?» + 36VnV22(y? - yf) - ЗбУД(у? - Уз) • 

We have explored the fixed point structure of Eqs.(18-19) in a 13-dimensional subspace 
corresponding to the truncation of the power series (7) at terms о(ф™) : 

V(t,yi,y 2) = «iyi + e 2y 2 + e 3yj + e 4yiy 2 + сьу\ + e«yf + e 7yjy 2 

+«syi + cgyivl + cioVi + «ИУ! + «»У? + «13У?У2 

with c,- = «i(i). 
Substituting (20) into (18) an ordinary, coupled set of nonlinear differential equations 

arises for the couplings c,(f). Their rate of change with the scale t is proportional to the 
respective ̂ -functions. At the lowest order (V = exyi + «зУ?) our equations reproduce the 
^-functions of the 0(2) invariant system in d=4-e dimensions to leading order in e [14]. 

The fixed point equations were solved numerically in d=3 dimensions . We followed 
the evolution of the fixed point candidate« as one includes higher power* in the expansion 
(20). In numerical simulations one is able to find the deconfining transition by tuning a 
single coupling. Therefore the transition, if it ш continuous, should be characterized by 
a fixed point possesing a single relevant direction only (in the 7(3)-symmetric coupling 
space). Therefore we searched especially for the stabilization of the fixed points of such 
character. 
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Only two fixed points were found whose coordinates clearly showed convergence (sta
bilisation) as the order of truncation was increased. Beyond the Gaussian fixed point 
(c? = 0) which has 4 relevant eigendirections with the eigenvalues (2, 1.5, 1, 0.5) also an 
0(2)-invariant point is found having nonsero ej only in the 0(2)-invariant coupling sub-
space. However, a second relevant eigenvalue appears due to the presence of 0(2) breaking 
(but Z(3)-invariant) terms in the effective potential. At о(ф™) the data in the 0(2) invari
ant subspace agree with the c? coordinates and eigenvalues f»-and directly in the previous 
section. The relevant eigenvalue in the 0(2) breaking direction is Aj = 1.0362 almost as 
large as the 0(2)-invariant eigenvalue (Ai = 1.0674). 

It is curious, that in the approximations with the first 3 (and also 6 or 9) c, coefficients 
being different from sero also a fixed point with a single relevant direction shows up. How
ever its coordinates in the subsequent approximations seem to be unrelated ("random") 
as well as the eigenvalues. We consider its temporary presence to be an artifact of the 
polynomial approximation to the effective potential. 

One should also mention, that none of the fixed points of higher degree of instability 
shows any sign for stabilisation. 

In conclusion we see that by tuning a single parameter starting anywhere in the range 
of stability of the polynomial (V —» oo if y l t y 3 —» oo) one is pushed to the boundary of 
this region. As it was shown by Iacobson and Amit [16] the renormalized system changes 
phase by a first order transition on the boundary. We find still somewhat unusual that the 
signature is the same for the present Potts-model ss for weak , fluctuation induced first 
order transitions. 

Recently [13], we have pointed out the interest of the Wegner-Houghton equation in 
analysing the nature of the restoration of chiral symmetry at finite temperature. The ef
fective potential describing the matrix-valued order parameter M depends on JV/ (number 
of light quark flavours) invariants: 

y f c srr(AfM + )*, Jb = l,...,i\r,. (21) 

The constant matrix M can be diagonalized with real diagonal elements pk, к = 
1,..., Nf leading to 

In terms of Цк the Wegner-Houghton equation reads as 
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—а[(,*=*^)"-(=*ц?л) » 
+rf^ + i (2 - á) £ м , — + con*«. 

In the present paper we would like to report also on the results of extending our previous 
analysis [13] to the truncated potential given as {N/ = 3) 

V (t, yi, уз, уз) =ci Vi + «2Vi + eeVa + c4y* + eeViya + «вУ«+ 

+ í7VÍ + «eViVa + «вУ? + «ЮУ1УЗ 

It is notable that the N/ = 3 case at present is less accessible to numerical simulations 
than the JV/ = 4 (or 2) cases. 

After substituting (24) into (23) with the help of tedious algebraic manipulations one 
is able to eliminate partially some of the variables from the fixed point equations. 

In d — 3 besides the trivial Gaussian fixed point one easily finds also the 0(18) 
symmetric fixed point (only coefficients of powers of y\ are nonzero). Similarly to what 
was found at lower orders all other fixed point candidates have more than 1 relevant 
directions in the coupling space with SU(3)R®SU(Z)L symmetry. Therefore they can not 
describe a second order transition. We find 8 more fixed points with at least 2 relevant 
directions. At this order of the truncation one can not decide whether they have any 
physical significance. 

Repeating the argument used for the Z(Z) deconfinement transition we support further 
the first order nature of the chiral symmetry restoration in the theory with 3 light quark 
species [5,13]. 

4. Conclusions 

We have carefully investigated in this paper the practical usefulness of the solution of 
the Wegner-Houghton equation in terms of a power series expansion. We have experienced 
a rather good quality, at tough oscillatory convergence for the 1-component scalar theory 
towards the exact numerical solution (Fig. 1). The amplitude of the eigenvalue oscillations 
increases with the number of components. 
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An important technical point is to compute very accurately the coefficients of the 
terms in the set of nonlinear differential renormalizatiqn equations. These coefficients 
grow very fast with the order of the expaneion.Their inaccuracy is not too important for 
the location of leading fixed point coordinates , however might lead to even qualitatively 
erroneus eigenvalues (number of relevant directions etc.). The accuracy is improved when 
the fixed point is found after a certain number of variables is eliminated first. This can 
be done systematically in the 0(n) symmetric case, but we were not able to find such 
systematica for the physically relevant models presented in Section 3 (Specific choices were 
done after inspecting the equations one by one). 

We believe that this general strategy will help to gain insight of the qualitative phase 
structure of other interesting models. From the point of view of quantitative characterisa
tion of the transition, one can not be very optimistic. 

We note finally that the eventual stabilization of some higher degree multicritical fixed 
points, to whirh definite hints appear in our data for the 0(n) symmetric case, would merit 
further careful investigation. The search for such fixed points consist of finding the roots of 
an algebraic expression when the series expansion method is used. In contrast, the exact 
numerical solution would find multicritical fixed points by simultanously tuning several 
couplings, which probably requires much harder work. 

We are grateful to Peter Hasenfratz for many informative discussions on the subject 
of this present paper. Financial support of a research grant of the Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences (OTKA) is acknowledged. 
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Figura Caption 

Fig. 1 

Thé thermal critical exponent (и) for the O(l), 0(2), 0(3) and 0(oo) models 
for different orders (Af) of the expansion in d=3 dimension. 

Table Caption 

Table 1. 

The evolution of the leading inverse eigenvalues (i/) for the ferromagnetic fixed point 
of different O(n) models in d=3. 

Table 2. 

The evolution of the leading fixed point couplings (e?) for the ferromagnetic fixed 
point of the O(l) model in d=3. 

Table 3. 

The evolution of the leading eigenvalues and fixed point couplings for the tricitical 
fixed point of the 0(1) model in d=3. 



К 2 

0 / 1 / 0.527 

0 / 2 / 0.532 

0 / 3 / 0.537 
0 /4 / 0.540 

0/oo/ 0.577 

3 4 

0.586 0.673 
0.616 0.766 

0.638 0.869 
0.650 0.939 
0.737 1.000 

Table I 

5 6 7 8 9 10 

0.759 0.687 

0.937 0.678 

0.959 0.691 
0.784 0.756 

1.134 0.961 

0.656 0.689 0.710 0.687 

0.732 0.840 

0.913 1.004 
2.137 О.боб 

0.936 1.013 
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°3 
2 -0.071 

3 -0.166 0.731 1.283 
4 -0.233. 0.819 2.440 

5 -0.258 0.822 P.826 
б -0.225 0.814 2.31 

7 -0.217 0.808 2.174 
8 -0.233 0.810 2.441 

9 -0.238 0.820 2.520 
10 -0.228 0.816 2.356 

Table 2 

* L °1 °2 °3 

4 1.28 2,01 -O.026 0.161 -0.135 

5 1.28 2.00 -O.069 0.394 -0.013 

6 1.478 2.093 -0.089 0.483 0.162 

7 1.708 2.427 -0.102 0.537 0.309 

8 1.672 2.440 -0.129 0.631 0.678 

9 1.533 2.139 -0.157 0.708 1.119 

10 1.378 2.003 -0.174 0.747 1.423 

Table 3 
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KFKI-1987-02/M 
M. Barbuceanu et al. 
KFKI-1987-03/G 
L. Szabados et al. 

KFKI-1987-04/G 
Gy. Egely 

KFKI-1987-05/G 
Gy. Ézsöl et al. 
KFKI-1987-06/G 
Gy. Ézsöl et al. 

KFKI-1987-07/G 
L. Szabados et al. 

KFKI-1987-08/B 
L.B. Szabados 
KFKI-1987-09/E 
G. Györgyi et al. 
KFKI-1987-30/D 
Gy. Egely 

Nonperturbative approach to quark propagator in the 
covariant, transverse gauge 
Integrating declarative knowledge programming styles 
and tools for building expert systems 
Primary loop dynamical investigations. Part 1. 
Computerized analysis of the total loss of flow 
in the Paks NPP on the basis of PMK-NVH experi
mental data /in Hungarian/ 
Critical comparison of nuclear safety reports. 
Part 1. Practice followed in the USA and in FRG 
/in Hungarian/ 
A 7.4% cold leg break without SIPs. Description 
of the measurement /in Hungarian/ 
Primary loop dynamical investigations. Part 1. 
Experimental investigation of the total loss 
of flow in the Paks NPP in the PMK-NVH facility 
/in Hungarian/ 
A calculation method for the operation of the 
Paks NPP based on the subchannel approach. 
Part 1. A computing procedure and method applicable 
as part of the VERONA system /in Hungarian/ 
Commutation properties of cyclic and null Killing 
symmetries 
Relaxation processes in chaotic states of one 
dimensional maps 
Hungarian ball lightning observations 
(case 1 - case 278) 



KFKI-198-7-11/M 
H. König 
KFKI-1987-12/M 
D. Nicholson et al. 
KFKI-1987-13/M 
Katalin Tarnay et al. 
KFKI-1987-14/A 
H.W. Barz et al. 
KFKI-1987-15/M 
R. Wittmann 
KFKI-1987-16/G 
0. Aguilar et al. 
KFKI-1987-17/M 
G. Németh et al. 

KFKI-1987-18/E 
G. Egely et al. 
KFKI-1987-19/A 
B. Milek et al. 
KFKI-1987-20/M 
S. Wagner-Dibuz 
KFKI-1987-21/E 
B. Lukács et al. 
KFKI-1987-22/G 
M. Makai et al. 
KFKI-1987-23/A* 
J. Er5 et al. 
KFKI-1987-24/K 
I. Balásházy et. al 
KFKI-1987-25/K 
A. Andrási et al. 
KFKI-1987-26/G 
J. Végh 
KFKI-1987-27/A 
S. Krasznovezky et al. 

KFKI-1987-28/M 
F. Adorján et al. 
KFKI-1987-29/G 
J. Végh et al. 

KFKI-1987-3C/E 
N. Menyhárd 

Developing protocol test software using the 
PDL-system 
Advanced help through plan instantiation and 
dynamic partner modelling 

Experiments with a network environment manipulator 
/in Hungarian/ 
Deconfinement transition in anisotropic matter 

An algebraic specification method for describing 
the protocols of computer networks /in Hungarian/ 
Monitoring temperature reactivity coefficient by 
noise method in a NPP at full power 
Collection of scientific papers in collaboration 
with Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, 
USSR and Central Research Institute for Physics, 
Budapest, Hungary. Algorithms and programs for 
solution of some problems in physics. Fifth volume 
Experimental investigation of biologically induced 
magnetic anomalies 
A model for particle emission from a fissioning 
system 
The specification and testing of transport 
protocols /in Hungarian/ 
Elementary quantum physical description of triplet 
superconductors 
DIGA/NSL - New calculational model in slab geometry 

Production of protons, deuterons and tritons on 
carbon by intermediate energy neutrons 
Gamma-spectrometric examination of hot particles 
emitted during the Chernobyl accident 
Application of Ga-spectrometry for rapid in-situ 
d»termination-of environmental radioactivity 
Nuutron spectrum measurement in the channel 
No. 182/5 of the KFKI WWR-SM reactor 
Universal description of inelastic and non(single)-
diffractive multiplicitv distributions in pp 
collisions at 250, 360 and 800 GeV/c 
VERONA-plus extended core-monitoring system for 
WWER-440 type nuciear power plants 
Amplication of boron filters for neutron spectrum 
determination purposes in various neutron environ
ments 
Inhomoqeneous mean field approximation for phase 
transitions in probabilistic cellular automata -
An example 



KFKI-1987-31/M 
G. Németh et al. 

KFKI-1987-32/E 
I. Pócsik 

KFXI-1987-33/B 
L.B. Szabados 

KFKI-1987-34/A 
Z. Fodor et al. 

KFKI-1987-35/C 
R.S. Sagdeev et al. 

KFKI-1987-36/E 
Gy. Szabó 

KFKI-1987-37/A-
T. Nagy et al. 

KFKI-1987-38/K 
S. Deme et al. 

KFKI-1987-39/K 
L. Koblinger 

KFKI-1987-40/A 
J. Balog et al. 

KFKI-1987-41/E 
I. Furo et al. 

KFKI-1987-42/J 
A. Vértes et al. 

KFKI-1987-43/E 
Z. Juhász 

KFKI-1987-44/G 
A. Gács et al. 

KFKl-1987-45/M,N 
H. Koenlg et al. 

KFKI-1987-46/M,N 
P. Ecsedi Tóth et al. 

KFKI-1987-47/A 
N.P. Aleshin et al. 

KFKI-1987-48/E 
B. Sas et al. 

KFKI-1987-49/E 
A.G. Balogh et al. 

KFKI-1987-50/C 
R.Z. Sagdeev et al. 

KFKI-1987-51/D 
D. Hildebrandt et al. 

KFKI-1987-52/A 
J. Zimányi et al. 

Computation of generalized Padé approximants 

Lone-pair model for high temperature superconduc
tivity 

Causal boundary for strongly causal space-time 

Proton detection efficiency of a plastic 
scintillator telescope 

Near nuclear region of comet Halley based on 
the imaging results of the VEGA mission 

Thermodynamic aspects of chemically curved 
crystals 

Lepton •*• lepton + photon decays and lepton g-2 
factors in gauge theories 

Real-time computing in environmental monitoring 
of a nuclear power plant 

A review of Monte Carlo techniques used in 
various fields of radiation protection 

Lattice classification of the four-dimensional 
heterotic strings 

Evidence of antJ ferromagnetic ordering in La2Cu(>4: 
re-interpretation of 139£,а nuclear quadrupole 
resonance (NQR) data 
Kinetic energy distribution of ions generated by 
laser ionization sources 
Variations of the transfer function during 
Bi.Ge.O,- growth 
Simulation of the dynamic behaviour of the 
secondary circuit of a WWER-440 type Nuclear 
Power Plant 
An intelligent protocol workstation 

Formal description oriented performance evaluation 
of protocols 
Study of proton-deuteron break-up reaction in 
exclusive experiment at 1 GeV 
Scattering mechanisms and transport properties of 
FeTMB amorphous alloys 
Positron annihilation study on Y-Ba-Cu-0 high T 
superconductors 
Plasma phenomena around comets: interaction with 
the solar wind 
Impurity injection into tokamak plasmas by erosion 
probes 
An interpretable family of equations of state for 
dense hadronic matter 



KFKI-1987-53/G 
.L. Bürger et al. 
KFKI-1987-54/E 
G. Konczos et al. 
KFKI-1987-55/E 
Nguyen Minh Khue 
KFKI-1987-56/G 
Gy. Ézsöl et al. 
KFKI-1987-57/G 
Z. Bazső et al. 
KFKI-1987-5B/G 
Tran Quoc Dung et al, 
KFKI-1987-59/G 
S. Mikő et al.. 

KFKI-1987-60/A 
T. Dolinszky 
KFKI-1987-61/F 
M. Füstöss-Wégner et al. 
KFKI-1987-62/D 
J.S. Bakos 
KFKI-1987-63/B 
L. Fülöp 
KFKI-1987-64/J 
Ä.G. Nagy et al. 

KFKI-1987-65/G,J 
H. Uly 

KFKI-1987-66/D,E,F 
M.A. Algatti et al. 

KFKI-1987-67/G,M 
J. Gadó et al. 

Real-time executive for a basic principle simulator 

Recent progress in the application of soft magnetic 
amorphous materials: alloys, preparation, devices 
A Green's function treatment of giant polariton 
problem in molecular semiconductors 
7.4% cold leg break with SITs and HPIS in action 
/in Hungarian/ 
7.4% cold leg break without SITs and HPIS in action 
/in Hungarian/ 
DUMA - a program to display distributions in 
hexagonal geometry 
Method for determining outlet temperature of fuel 
assemblies in the WER-440 core, wich are not 
furnished with direct temperature measurement 
/in Hungarian/ 
Strong coupling expansions for repulsive cut-off 
potentials 
Effect of microinhomogeneities on collection 
efficiency spectra in (p-i-n) 2-Si:H junctions 
Gas laser research in Hungary 

The harmonic oscillator in the forceless mechanics 
of Hertz and in the Riemannian space-time geometry 
Steric interactions of ferrocanyl ketones: • 
A comparative evaluation of data from 1 3 c NMR 
and IR spectroscopy and cyclical voltammetry 
/in Hungarian/ 
Recent bibliography on analytical and sampling 
problems of a PWR primary coolant 
Supplement V. 
Experimental investigations on noneguilibrium 
electron and thermal light emission from metals 
induced by short laser pulses 
WWER-1000 core physical model /in Hungarian/ 

KFKI-1987-68/G,M 
L. Maróti et al. 

WWER-1000 core thermohydraulic model /in Hungarian/ 

KFKI-1987-69/G,.M 
M. Fodor et al. 
KFKI-1987-70/E 
L. Bata et al. 
KFKI-1987-71/A 
A. Margaritis et al. 

Fuel behaviour /in Hungarian/ 

Measurement of spontaneous polarization of smectics 
С doped with a chiral additive 
Series expansion solution of the Wegner-Houghton 
rencrmalisation group equation 
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